
Breast Cancer’s  
Emotional Tour

Flight to Freedom

Through 5 Stages 



life Before cancer

In April 2016, four short months before my breast cancer diagnosis I 

attended a ‘Focus on You’ class.  It was held on the weekend of my 62nd birthday.  I 

wanted more passion and joy in my life.  I was great at supporting my family but 

something was lacking in supporting myself.  Having a retired husband in my space each 

day telling me how to do this or how to do that, filled me with hostility.  I didn’t like 

who I was around him.  I needed help!  During my class I gave myself permission to 

explore the self that I had been expected to be, to discover the real me.

I learned that the difficulties I experienced

in life were the result of a stack attack.  

It’s an emotion from continuously stuffing emotions one doesn’t want to deal 

with.  The reaction being the result of unfinished business.  My mission was to clean up 

4 areas of unfinished business.  Physical, mental, emotional & relationship.  I came 

home cleaned my office.  I cleaned my mental overload by creating boundaries with my 

cell phone & computer.  The emotional and relationship areas would be ongoing.  It 

would require a daily dose of awareness and clean up.

Filled with a new awareness of the emotional clutter.  I could see the impact 

resentment, resistance, and revenge had on my health.  I was dead but not buried yet 

because the joy was blocked from not dealing with my emotions because of fear.  

Learning how to deal with the clutter and looking at it through love would open up the 

possibility of looking at my husband as my friend.  Not my enemy.

From April 2016 to April 2019 the ‘Focus on You’ class turned to ‘Focus on 

Cancer’ to ‘Focus on Healing’.  Now as my family prepares for my Still Alive @ 65 

Birthday Celebration.  I can see that breast cancer was the slingshot that catapulted 

me into outer space.  It forced me to find new ways of dealing with my emotions.
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life After cancer

In August 2016, four short months after my 62nd birthday I went for my 

scheduled mammogram.  It had been 5 years since my previous one.  While there the 

Dr. came in the examining room to talk to me.  My mammogram showed a lump.  It was 

suggested I have a biopsy.  This stirred up fear within me.  Tears showed up fast.  I 

became silent.  I went to the change room and sat there feeling numb.  I stood up 

when my name was called.  I forgot to get dressed.  The nurse encouraged me to get 

dressed then follow her to book a biopsy. 

It was a beautiful summer day.  I felt frozen in time 

as I went to my car to gather my thoughts.

I began to panic thinking cancer was a death sentence.  I came home and told 

my husband.  He thought it best to keep it a secret until we knew for sure!  I went 

online to do research.  Fear turned into denial.  I cancelled my biopsy.  When I told 

my husband he said, “I don’t like what you’re doing.  I’m going to tell the kids what 

you’re doing!”  “First it’s a secret now you’re going to announce what I’m doing.  No 

way!  If anyone is going to tell them, I am,” I said.

After gathering loved one’s thoughts & listening to the Dr’s.  I stayed home.  

Isolated myself.  Declined taking any calls.  Protected myself from the opinions of 

others.  I was not willing to engage in conversation.  I began to search for ways to 

calm my emotions.  The only prayer I could whisper was, “Help me, help me, help me.”  

God had been my friend since 1978.  During cancer He became My Big G.

Big G helped me to look within myself to create the 5 emotional stages of life.  

Stir Up ~ Stage 5   Bottle Up ~ Stage 4   Stand Up ~ Stage 3   Speak Up ~ Stage 2   

Show Up ~ Stage 1.  Denial turned into acceptance.  I invited Big G into my emotions.  

Now I’m keenly aware of how to deal with any stirred up emotions. 
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Before cancer
Introducing Triumph

‘Focus on You’

It was wonderful.  
I feel triumphant when I think about 

the amazing things I learned in my 

class.  I started applying my new found 

knowledge in the areas of personal fun, 

health, relationships, prosperity and 

contribution.  
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Introducing Terror 
‘Focus on Cancer’

It was awful.

I feel terrified when I think about 

the emotions that got stirred up in 

my focus on cancer class.  I didn’t 

want to deal with those emotions.  I 

didn’t want to die.  I didn’t want to                             

focus on cancer.  



If you’re looking for something to grab onto, please reach out for the hand 

of God.  Invite Him into your emotions.  Ask Him to be your tour guide and baggage 

handler on your emotional tour with life’s circumstances.  You’ll be happy to discover 

His Peace in the midst of your daily emotional storm.

If you do or you don’t have a personal relationship with Big G.  God the 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit; Jesus Christ.  That’s OK.  You’ll discover our emotions 

are enough to connect us.  They’re universal.  Possibly at the end you’ll consider 

walking & talking with Jesus and giving him a high five.

Throughout these pages. I’m not pushing                                    

my faith nor am I hiding it.

One Heart  One Mind  One Flight

Mrs. Encouragement ~ Dorothy Sessa
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Would you like to:

●  Be happy 

with yourself?  

● Know there is only one   

of you in all of 

    humanity? 

Our circumstances can demonstrate that we are incredibly amazing because 

of a force greater than our emotions.  Cancer initiated a question for me.  What is 

my purpose in being here?  To love God, myself and others.  To be kind to myself and 

others.  To forgive myself and others.  To live, love and laugh again!

What would your life look like living life 

tirelessly?  Filled with contagious 

love and laughter.
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Be filled with Courage as you step out 

of your mind and into your heart.  

Envision the Tireless you on your Emotional Tour.  

Pre-boarding begins now.  The ‘Flight to Freedom’ is waiting for take-off.  

Waiting for you to make your way to the gate.  Filled with the desire to be the best 

at supporting yourself as an emotionally intelligent woman.  When we land you’ll be 

tickled pink.  Having had the opportunity to create a flight of your own.

Don’t miss the flight.  Come just as you are.  

Your baggage is already checked in.
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If you feel this has encouraged you

● You’d like more copies for your office waiting room 

●  You’ve thought of a friend to share this with

Please call 403.473.2940   

There are updates and links to the 

Emotional Cards at:  www.MyBigG.com



Don’t know how you’re feeling? 
 Give yourself permission to                    

take a look within.

After receiving a breast cancer 
diagnosis, I knew my life 

was an inside job.

It was there that I would create a 
‘Flight to Freedom’ 

through 5 emotional stages.  Result?  
A mental health cleaning initiative.

How would your life look, feeling    
amazed . . .  to . . . zealous                                 

and everything A to Z?
                                                                      

Where would you like 
your emotions to take you?  

Join me in creating a flight 
of your own.

It’s your turn now!                                                                                                              

 Mrs. Encouragement
 


